Blyth Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) and Homes for Northumberland (HfN) have implemented a Tenancy Debt Advice Service for HfN tenants since October 2010. The project consists of one CAB Debt Advice Case Worker who is located in the Homes for Northumberland main office in Blyth and who is jointly funded by both organisations. This is an independent evaluation of the service produced in March 2012, which has been funded by the Millfield House Foundation, a Charitable Trust based in the North East.

Introduction

The Tenancy Debt Advice Service aims to help tenants, particularly those with rent arrears, manage their debts. It began in October 2010, when the Debt Advice Case Worker came in post. The Case Worker is a CAB employee and although located in the offices of HfN, it is explicitly recognised that it is an independent position. The Case Worker sees tenants at the Homes for Northumberland offices in Alnwick and Blyth and the Northumberland County Council offices in Cramlington and Seaton Delaval. Tenants are also visited at home.

The Case Worker has seen 208 clients at HfN and Council offices and 74 in their own home together with HfN’s Vulnerable Persons Coordinator. The Case Worker sees between five and eight clients a week. Clients are seen face-to-face on the first few occasions with further contact made by telephone or letter. The Case Worker tends to see more vulnerable clients in their own home accompanied by the Vulnerable Persons Coordinator.

The Case Worker provides debt advice to a range of different tenants with a diversity of characteristics. People are helped to manage their debts and arrange repayment plans. Most tenants can be called financially vulnerable and are on low incomes or state benefits. Tenants tend to be in debt to a range of organisations such as loan companies like Provident and Greenwoods and hire purchase firms such as Brighthouse and Perfecthomes. They also typically owe rent, Council Tax and utilities.

Key project data

Between October 2010 and March 2012, the project has received a total of 324 referrals from Housing Officers. Of these, 282 have been seen.

100 percent of these have three or more debts.

As a result of the project, rent arrears have reduced by £39,552.

The project has also helped a total of 48 tenants claim a total of £61,959 in benefits owed to them, for example in backdated Welfare Benefit, Tax Credits and ongoing entitlements to Income or Housing Benefit.

This evaluation was funded by The Millfield House Foundation. More information: www.mhfdn.org.uk
Project impact

Based on the findings of this evaluation, we can say that the project has had the following impacts:

- The project reduces debt and increases household income: the project has reduced rents arrears by a total of £39,552 and increased household income by £61,959 through unclaimed entitlements. To a population who on average live on or just under the poverty line, this represents significant savings and household contributions.

- More people access debt advice and guidance because of the project: previous to the project, when Housing Officers made a referral of a tenant to the CAB office in Blyth, around 25 percent of tenants made a visit – a low conversion rate. Now the conversion rate is 87 percent. This is because as the Housing Officer can make an immediate appointment at the time of contact, the tenant is much more likely to make the visit, meaning more people are seen. Or the Case Worker will make a home visit.

- Improved the functioning of the housing and community development teams: the project was reported to “have made the work of the housing teams easier”. It was reported that Housing Officers “would often see people in distress” but would not know the best ways with which to deal with them. It was reported they “did want to help but didn’t know how”. In relation to HfN’s Community Development Team, it has resulted in a more effective management of the Vulnerable Persons Coordinator’s caseload by adding an additional service element - most clients have financial difficulties.

- Contributed to the development of a financial inclusion hub: a relationship has developed between the CAB Case Worker, the Housing Benefit Officer, the Vulnerable Persons Coordinator and the Housing Officers (this will also soon be complemented by a Financial Inclusion Adviser). This group has been said to be “more than the sum of its parts”. It is also noted that there is much learning occurring between the professionals, particularly on the part of the Housing Officers who have been learning much from the former two.

- Increased organisational diversity: it was reported that the project has brought a new viewpoint (described by one manager as a voluntary sector viewpoint) into the organisation and in many ways challenged a prevailing culture of simply collecting rent. Indeed, it was noted that at the beginning of the project, the Case Worker was “viewed with suspicion” by some people. However, the project has become quickly embedded within HfN and one senior manager reported “it has introduced a new world”.

- Complemented an organisational fiscal management approach: HfN has other approaches that it uses to try to improve the financial capacity of its tenants. One of these ways is a relationship that they have with the Credit Union of South Northumberland.

- Increases and improves HfN’s social welfare function: HfN is a social landlord, which means it provides more than just a landlord function. It is evidenced in national datasets through the Indices of Multiple Deprivation that South East Northumberland is an area of high deprivation. This is particularly concentrated in Blyth and further concentrated in the council housing sector. In short, tenants in council housing in Blyth are among the poorest and most deprived in Northumberland. The Debt Advice Service brings a valuable service to such tenants helping them to manage a key issue in their households, thus improving the social welfare service of HfN.

Policy implications

The CAB and HfN Debt Advice Service has a series of policy implications to local, regional and national bodies. Many of these implications relate to the project’s demonstrated efficacy at recuperating lost rent and helping tenants manage debt. As social landlords provide more than just a landlord function, then there is a strong argument for other social landlords across the country and region to adopt a similar approach. Therefore, in relation to policy:

- On a local level (Northumberland), this evaluation has demonstrated that there is a business case for further embedding the Debt Advice Service into HfN policy and strategy. There is also a strong argument for other social landlords across Northumberland for adopting a similar approach.

- On a regional level there is also a strong argument for other social landlords to adopt a Debt Advice Service approach, preferably using the CAB in a similar way.

- On a national level, the project adds to the evidence base that indicates debt advice services should be part of the fabric of the offer of social landlords. This will increase in strength as welfare reforms and austerity measures continue.
Conclusion
This evaluation has highlighted a number of important issues for a range of stakeholders including tenants, social landlords and creditors.

For tenants, we have shown that using an independent outreach and office based service reaches out to tenants and engages with those hardest to reach. We have also shown that complex and multiple debts can be managed effectively with the right support.

For social landlords we have shown that using a CAB Debt Advice Worker is effective at reducing rent arrears and preventing evictions and costly punitive actions. Indeed, investing in such a worker would appear to make sound business sense. It is also the case that such a worker improves the social welfare function of the landlord, which is important in the context of a shrinking social welfare sector (both voluntary and public sector).

For creditors, we have demonstrated that there are other effective ways of collecting debts that provide an alternative to using bailiffs. We have found that often vulnerable tenants experience fear and trauma when approached by sometimes threatening bailiffs. These alternative ways represent best practice in debt collection.

Financial difficulties as experienced by the tenant population of HfN will certainly get worse when changes to benefit systems become more fundamental and Welfare Reform progresses. As the Housing Benefit Calculator has demonstrated, the threat to the business of HfN is considerable.

I had bills, the catalogue, Provident loans, rent … I was robbing Peter to pay Paul … I was under so much stress. Then I saw Lucy, she sorted everything out, gave me a plan, sorted out priorities, wrote letters … she sorted out my Council Tax, rent, Working Tax Credit … now I feel so much better, so relieved”. Tenant

Homes for Northumberland
Homes for Northumberland Limited is a non-profit making company responsible for the management of over 8500 homes in Blyth and Alnwick in the county of Northumberland. The company is an Arms Length Management Organisation for Northumberland County Council. Homes for Northumberland was formed in April 2009 following local government reorganisation. The company was previously Blyth Valley Housing which started in 2002 managing the council housing stock of Blyth Valley Borough Council. Tenants and leaseholders living in the homes which the company manages are tenants or leaseholders of the Council.

More information: www.hfn.uk.com

Blyth Citizens Advice Bureau
Blyth Citizens Advice Bureau is a thriving moderate size bureau which has offices in Blyth and Cramlington and an outreach in Seaton Delaval. They specialise in welfare benefits and debt and have workers for the gypsy and traveller community, as well as a volunteer project from which there is a Money Active Project, a Telephone Project and a Complex Client Project. There are 31 volunteers who deliver the face-to-face work, as well as 13 Trustees who manage the Bureau. In 2011, they had over 4,400 face-to-face new clients, and provided telephone support to an average of 300 phone calls.

More information: www.adviceatblyth.org.uk

For more information on the evaluators, Barefoot Research and Evaluation, see: www.barefootresearch.org.uk